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Abstract—In a companion paper (Guo, Guo, Billings, 
Coca, and Lang 2010), the concept of frequency response 
functions (GFRFs) has been extended to describe the 
characteristics of spatio-temporal dynamical systems over 
an unbounded spatial domain from a frequency domain 
point of view. In this paper, a similar point of view will be 
taken to investigate spatial-temporal dynamical systems 
over a bounded spatial domain in the frequency domain. 
The main difference is that due to the bounded spatial 
domain, the property of translation invariance with 
respect to the spatial domain is not valid any more. In 
order to overcome this, the paper provides a new 
definition of impulse response functions, which is different 
from the standard impulse definitions. The definitions and 
interpretation of spatio-temporal generalised frequency 
response functions are given for linear and nonlinear 
spatio-temporal systems based on this newly defined 
impulse response function. Examples are provided to 
illustrate the new frequency domain methods. 
 
Index Terms—Generalised frequency response, spatio-





In a companion paper (Guo, Guo, Billings, Coca, and 
Lang 2010), it has been shown that the concept of 
generalised frequency response functions (GFRFs) can 
be extended to describe the characteristics of spatio-
temporal dynamical systems over an unbounded spatial 
domain from a frequency domain point of view. 
Generalised impulse response functions, generalised 
transfer functions, and generalised frequency response 
functions can be defined for linear/nonlinear spatio-
temporal systems over an unbounded spatial domain, 
which are consistent with their traditional meanings. 
The reason why this could be done is that the underlying 
system is both time and spatial translation invariant, 
which requires the spatial domain is infinite/unbounded. 
With these properties, the impulse response functions 
can be defined properly and the Laplace or Fourier 
transformations can be applied without any difficulties. 
This naturally leads to the definition of transfer 
functions or frequency response functions for spatio-
temporal systems over an unbounded spatial domain. 
Similar ideas can also be found in Dudgeon and 
Mersereau (1984). However, this approach cannot be 
used to do the frequency analysis for spatio-temporal 
dynamical systems over a finite/bounded spatial domain.  
As discussed in Guo, Guo, Billings, Coca, and Lang 
(2010), a number of different descriptions of the transfer 
function and frequency response models for spatio-
temporal systems, which can deal with a finite/bounded 
spatial domain have been proposed including Curtain 
and Zwart (1995), Curtain and Morris (2009), 
Rabenstein and Trautmann (2002), Garcia-Sanz, Huarte, 
and Asenjo (2007), Billings and Wei (2007), but most 
of them are only suitable for linear spatio-temporal 
systems rather than nonlinear systems. In this paper, 
motivated by Zadeh (1950), the transfer functions and 
frequency response approaches are developed and 
extended to deal with nonlinear spatio-temporal systems 
over a bounded spatial domain. This is achieved by 
adopting a new definition of the (generalised) impulse 
response functions of the system with respect to an 
excitation signal through external inputs, initial 
conditions or boundaries. This definition of the impulse 
response functions is different from the traditional 
methods in the sense that it indicates the position where 
the impulse signal is applied explicitly. It allows us to 
deal with the bounded spatial domain in an effective 
way and leads to the definition of (generalised) 
frequency response functions in a natural way. The 
paper is organised as follows. An analysis of the 
impulse and frequency responses for linear spatio-
temporal systems over bounded spatial domain is given 
in Section 2, which includes three different types of 
impulse response and frequency response functions and 
how to calculate them. The formal definitions of the 
GTFs and GFRFs for nonlinear spatio-temporal systems 
over a finite spatial domain are then given in Section 3, 
together with a detailed analysis of these functions. 
Section 4 illustrates the proposed methods using some 
numerical examples of linear and nonlinear spatio-
temporal systems. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 
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II. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF LINEAR 
SPATIO-TEMPORAL SYSTEMS  
 
 In this section, we will consider linear, time-
invariant spatio-temporal systems governed by the 
following first order evolution equation 
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 畦検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 憲岫捲┸ 建岻┸  荊盤検岫捲┸ ど岻匪 噺 砿岫捲岻┸ 捲 樺 ツ     稽盤検岫捲┸ 建岻匪 噺 閤岫捲┸ 建岻┸ 捲 樺 項ツ┸ 建 伴 ど     (1) 
 
where 捲  is the space coordinate variable defined on a 
bounded domain ツ with a boundary 項ツ and 建 is the time 
variable. A is a bounded linear operator which can, for 
example, take the form of 畦検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 欠待検岫捲┸ 建岻 髪欠怠検掴岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 欠態検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻 , where 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 , 検掴岫捲┸ 建岻 , and 検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻  represent the temporal derivative, first and 
second order spatial derivatives, respectively. 荊  and 稽 
are the linear operators for defining the initial and 
boundary conditions. We assume that 検岫捲┸ 建岻  and 憲岫捲┸ 建岻 denote the output and the external excitation of 
the system, respectively. For simplicity, in this initial 
study, we restrict our discussion to one spatial 
dimension and scalar systems, which gives 硬 噺 岷欠┸ 決峅. 
In this case, certain boundary conditions are required to 
obtain a unique solution to (1). The general form of the 
boundary conditions is 
 
 稽盤検岫捲長 ┸ 建岻匪 噺 閤岫捲長 ┸ 建岻┸ 捲長 噺 欠┸ 決          (2)                            
 
which includes four commonly used boundary 
conditions: Dirichlet ( 稽盤検岫捲長 ┸ 建岻匪 噺 検岫捲長 ┸ 建岻 ), 
Newmann ( 稽盤検岫捲長 ┸ 建岻匪 噺 検掴岫捲長 ┸ 建岻 ), Robin 
( 稽盤検岫捲長 ┸ 建岻匪 噺 決怠検岫捲長 ┸ 建岻 髪 決態検掴岫捲長 ┸ 建岻 ), 捲長 噺 欠┸ 決 , 
and periodic (検岫欠┸ 建岻 噺 検岫決┸ 建)).  The initial-boundary 
value problem is then given as 
  検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 畦検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 憲岫捲┸ 建岻┸ 検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 砿岫捲岻┸         捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸ 稽盤検岫欠┸ 建岻匪 噺 閤岫欠┸ 建岻┸ 稽盤検岫決┸ 建岻匪 噺 閤岫決┸ 建岻┸ 建 伴 ど                
(3) 
which can be split into four sub-problems 
 homogeneous equation with zero initial 
conditions and inhomogeneous boundary conditions at a 
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 畦検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸  検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 ど┸ 捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸ 稽盤検岫欠┸ 建岻匪 噺 閤岫欠┸ 建岻┸ 稽盤検岫決┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 建 伴 ど      
                 (4) 
 homogeneous equation with zero initial 
conditions and inhomogeneous boundary conditions at b 
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 畦検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸  検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 ど┸ 捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸ 
稽盤検岫欠┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 稽盤検岫決┸ 建岻匪 噺 閤岫決┸ 建岻┸ 建 伴 ど     (5) 
 homogeneous equation with nonzero initial 
conditions and homogeneous boundary conditions 
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 畦検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸   検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 砿岫捲岻┸ 捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸ 稽盤検岫欠┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 稽盤検岫決┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 建 伴 ど 
                       (6) 
 Inhomogeneous equation with zero initial 
conditions and homogeneous boundary conditions 
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 畦検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 憲岫捲┸ 建岻┸   検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 ど┸ 捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸ 稽盤検岫欠┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 稽盤検岫決┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 建 伴 ど      
                                                                                (7) 
If 検怠岫捲┸ 建岻 , 検態岫捲┸ 建岻  , 検戴岫捲┸ 建岻  ,and 検替岫捲┸ 建岻  are the 
solutions to (4)-(7), then superposition shows that the 
solution to (3) is the sum of these four solutions 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 検怠岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 検態岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 検戴岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 検替岫捲┸ 建岻  due 
to the linearity. The problem here is to derive the 
impulse response functions and frequency response 
functions of the system (3) over 岫欠┸ 決岻. In what follows, 
we will discuss them separately. 
 
A. Impulse and Frequency Responses With Respect To 
Boundary Conditions 
 
The impulse and frequency responses with respect to 
boundary conditions are related to problem (4) and (5). 
In this section, we will discuss problem (4) while (5) 
can be treated in a similar manner. Setting 閤岫欠┸ 建岻 噺絞岫建 伐 酵岻 in (4) gives a solution to (4) as 月銚岫捲┸ 建┹ 酵岻 
 月痛銚岫捲┸ 建┹ 酵岻 髪 畦月銚岫捲┸ 建┹ 酵岻 噺 ど┸   稽盤月銚岫欠┸ 建┹ 酵岻匪 噺 絞岫建 伐 酵岻┸ 捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸ 建┸ 酵 伴 ど      
(8) 
It follows that given a general boundary condition 稽盤検岫欠┸ 建岻匪 噺 閤岫欠┸ 建岻 and considering the time-
invariance, the solution to (4) will be  検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 豹 月銚岫捲┸ 建┹ 酵岻閤岫欠┸ 酵岻穴酵袋著待  噺 豹 月銚岫捲┸ 建 伐 酵岻閤岫欠┸ 酵岻穴酵袋著待  噺 豹 月銚岫捲┸ 酵岻閤岫欠┸ 建 伐 酵岻穴酵袋著待  
(9) 
which means the solution to (4) is the convolution of 月銚岫捲┸ 建┸ 酵岻 and 閤岫欠┸ 建岻with respect to time. The function 月銚岫捲┸ 建┸ 酵岻  is obviously the system response at time 建 
caused by an impulse applied at time 酵 and at boundary 
point 欠.  Therefore, it will be referred to as the impulse 
response function of the system (3) with respect to 
boundary conditions. 
    If the function 閤岫欠┸ 建岻 is of the following form 
閤岫欠┸ 建岻 噺 結珍摘痛 
(10) 
Substituting (10) into (9) gives 
 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 豹 月銚岫捲┸ 酵岻結貸珍摘邸穴酵袋著待  結珍摘痛 噺 茎銚岫捲┸ 降岻 結珍摘痛 
(11) 
 
which shows that the output 検岫捲┸ 建岻 is a scaled version 
of the input 閤岫欠┸ 建岻 噺 結珍摘痛 , which means 結珍摘痛  is the 
eigenfunction of (4) with eigenvalue 茎銚岫捲┸ 降岻 . 
Therefore, it is natural to define  
 茎銚岫捲┸ 降岻 噺 豹 月銚岫捲┸ 酵岻結貸珍摘邸穴酵袋著待  噺  検岫捲┸ 建岻閤岫欠┸ 建岻鞭泥岫銚┸痛岻退勅乳狽禰  
(12) 
as the frequency response of the system (3) with respect 
to its boundary conditions. 
It is also interesting to notice that as a function of 
spatial variable 捲 , 茎銚岫捲┸ 降岻  may be expanded in a 
Fourier series as a periodic function with a period of 健 噺 決 伐 欠 茎銚岫捲┸ 降岻 噺 布 茎賃銚岫降岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴袋著賃退貸著  
(13) 
where  茎賃銚岫降岻 噺 な健 豹 茎銚岫捲┸ 降岻結貸珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴長銚 穴捲┸ 倦 樺 傑 
(14) 
 
B. Impulse and Frequency Responses With Respect To 
Initial Conditions 
 
To derive the impulse and frequency responses with 
respect to initial conditions, consider (6) with an 
impulse initial condition 
  検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 畦検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸   検岫捲┸ ど┹ 耕岻 噺 絞岫捲 伐 耕岻┸ 捲┸ 耕 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸  稽盤検岫欠┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 稽盤検岫決┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 建 伴 ど     
                             (15) 
Denote 検岫捲┸ 建┹ 耕岻  the solution to (15), and then for a 
general initial condition  検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 砿岫捲岻, the solution to 
(6) is given by 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 豹 検岫捲┸ 建┹ 耕岻砿岫耕岻穴耕長銚  
(16) 
Notice that 耕 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻  is a spatial position where the 
impulse is applied. Let 行 噺 捲 伐 耕  be the relative 
position of 耕 with reference to position 捲. A change of 
variable in (16) results in 
  検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 豹 月沈岫捲┸ 行┹ 建岻砿岫捲 伐 行岻穴行掴貸銚掴貸長  
(17) 
where 月沈岫捲┸ 行┹ 建岻 巌 検岫捲┸ 建┹ 捲 伐 行岻 噺 検岫捲┸ 建┹ 耕岻 . The 
function 月沈岫捲┸ 行┹ 建岻 may be interpreted as the response 
of the system (3) at time 建 and spatial location 捲 caused 
by an impulse applied 行 spatial locations with reference 
to the site 捲  at time ど . We will define this function 月沈岫捲┸ 建┹ 行岻  as the impulse response of the system (3) 
with respect to initial conditions, which depends on 
spatial location.  
The impulse function 月沈岫捲┸ 行┹ 建岻┸ 捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸ 行 樺岫捲 伐 決┸ 捲 伐 欠岻  has a Fourier series expansion 
considered as a periodic function of 行 樺 岫捲 伐 決┸ 捲 伐 欠岻 
as follows 月沈岫捲┸ 行┹ 建岻 噺 布 茎賃沈 岫捲┸ 建岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃締袋著賃退貸著 ┸ 健 噺 決 伐 欠 
(18) 
where  茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻 噺 な健 豹 月沈岫捲┸ 行┹ 建岻結貸珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃締掴貸銚掴貸長 穴行┸ 倦 樺 傑 
(19) 
If the function 砿岫捲岻 is of the following form 
 砿岫捲岻 噺 結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃岫掴貸銚岻 
(20) 
which can be considered as being defined over 岫欠┸ 決岻 or 
a periodic extension, substituting (20) into (17) yields 
 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 豹 月沈岫捲┸ 行┹ 建岻結貸珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃締穴行掴貸銚掴貸長 結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃岫掴貸銚岻噺 健茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃岫掴貸銚岻 
(21) 
 
which shows that 結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃岫掴貸銚岻 is the eigenfunction of 
(6) with eigenvalue 健茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻. Therefore, it is natural 
to define  
 健茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻 噺 豹 月沈岫捲┸ 建┹ 行岻結貸珍岫態訂【鎮岻津締掴貸銚掴貸長 穴行 噺  検岫捲┸ 建岻砿岫捲岻 鞭釘岫掴岻退勅乳岫鉄肺【如岻入岫猫貼尼岻 ┸ 倦 樺 傑 
(22) 
as the frequency response of the system (3) with respect 
to its initial condition, which is the ratio of the system 
output to the harmonic initial excitation. 
 
C. Impulse and Frequency Responses With Respect To 
External Excitations 
 
The impulse and frequency responses with respect to 
external excitation can be derived following the similar 
argument in previous sections. Now consider the 
problem (7) with an impulse excitation 
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 畦検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 絞岫捲 伐 耕┸ 建 伐 酵岻┸   検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 ど┸ 捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸ 稽盤検岫欠┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 稽盤検岫決┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 建 伴 ど      
                                                                                (23) 
Denote 検岫捲┸ 建┹ 耕┸ 酵岻  the solution to (23), then for a 
general external excitation 憲岫捲┸ 建岻, the solution to (7) 
will be 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 豹 豹 検岫捲┸ 建┹ 耕┸ 酵岻憲岫耕┸ 酵岻穴酵穴耕著待長銚 噺 豹 豹 検岫捲┸ 耕┸ 酵岻憲岫耕┸ 建 伐 酵岻穴酵穴耕著待長銚  
(24) 
due to the assumption of time-invariance. As for the 
spatial variable, again let 行 噺 捲 伐 耕  be the relative 
position of 耕 with reference to position 捲 and a change 
of variable in (24) results in 
  検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 豹 豹 月勅岫捲┸ 行┸ 酵岻憲岫捲 伐 行┸ 建 伐 酵岻穴酵穴行著待掴貸長掴貸銚  
(25) 
where 月勅岫捲┸ 行┸ 酵岻 巌 検岫捲┸ 捲 伐 行┸ 酵岻 噺 検岫捲┸ 耕┸ 酵岻. We will 
define this function 月勅岫捲┸ 行┸ 酵岻 as the impulse response 
of the system (3) with respect to external excitation, 
which depends on spatial location due to the loss of 
spatial invariance.  
     If the external excitation  憲岫捲┸ 建岻 is of the following 
form 憲岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃岫掴貸銚岻結珍摘痛  
(26) 
substituting (26) into (25) yields 




where 茎勅岫捲┸ 行┸ 降岻 噺 豹 月勅岫捲┸ 行┸ 酵岻結貸珍摘邸穴酵著待  茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻 噺 豹 茎勅岫捲┸ 行┸ 降岻掴貸長掴貸銚 結貸珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃締穴行 
(28) 
 
From (28), it can be observed that 茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻 are the 
Fourier coefficients of the Fourier series expansion of 
the function 茎勅岫捲┸ 行┸ 降岻 
茎勅岫捲┸ 行┸ 降岻 噺 布 茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃締袋著津退貸著 ┸ 健 噺 決 伐 欠 
(29) 
Therefore, from (27) one has 
 健茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻 噺 豹 茎勅岫捲┸ 行┸ 降岻掴貸長掴貸銚 結貸珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃締穴行 噺  検岫捲┸ 建岻憲岫捲┸ 建岻鞭通岫掴┸痛岻退勅乳岫鉄肺【如岻入岫猫貼尼岻勅乳狽禰 ┸ 倦 樺 傑 
(30) 
We will call 茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻  the frequency response 
function of the system (3) with respect to external 
excitation. 
 
D. Computation of the Linear Frequency Response 
Functions 
 
In this section a simple example will be used to show 
how to calculate the frequency response functions 
discussed in previous sections.  
Consider a linear system described by the following 
first order evolution equation with a Neumann boundary 
condition 
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 欠待検岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 欠怠検掴岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 欠態検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻噺 憲岫捲┸ 建岻┸   検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 砿岫捲岻┸ 捲 樺 岫ど┸ 健岻┸    検掴岫ど┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸    検掴岫健┸ 建岻 噺 閤岫建岻┸               建 伴 ど                           
(31) 
where 欠沈 ┸ 件 噺 ど┸ な┸ に  are constants. The frequency 
response functions to be calculated are 茎鎮岫捲┸ 降岻 , 茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻, and 茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻.  
To calculate 茎鎮岫捲┸ 降岻 , suppose 閤岫建岻 噺 結珍摘痛 , from 
(11) the output and the associated temporal and spatial 
derivatives are then 
 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 茎鎮岫捲┸ 降岻結珍摘痛 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 倹降茎鎮岫捲┸ 降岻結珍摘痛  検掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 茎掴鎮 岫捲┸ 降岻結珍摘痛 検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 茎掴掴鎮 岫捲┸ 降岻結珍摘痛 
                                     (32) 
Substituting equation (32) and 閤岫建岻 噺 結珍摘痛  into 
equation (31) with 憲岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸ 砿岫捲岻 噺 ど yields 
 倹降茎鎮岫捲┸ 降岻結珍摘痛 髪 欠待茎鎮岫捲┸ 降岻結珍摘痛 髪 欠怠茎掴鎮 岫捲┸ 降岻結珍摘痛伐 欠態茎掴掴鎮 岫捲┸ 降岻結珍摘痛 噺 ど 茎掴鎮 岫ど┸ 降岻結珍摘痛 噺 ど┸    茎掴鎮 岫健┸ 降岻結珍摘痛 噺 結珍摘痛 ┸ 建 伴 ど      
                                             (33) 
The frequency response function 茎鎮岫捲┸ 倹降岻  can be 
obtained as the solution to the following two–point 
boundary value problem 
 欠態茎掴掴鎮 岫捲┸ 降岻 伐 欠怠茎掴鎮 岫捲┸ 降岻 伐 岫欠待 髪 倹降岻茎鎮岫捲┸ 降岻 噺 ど 
茎掴鎮 岫ど┸ 降岻 噺 ど┸    茎掴鎮 岫健┸ 降岻 噺 な 
(34) 
with the following characteristic equation 
 喧岫倦岻 噺 欠態倦態 伐 欠怠倦 伐 岫欠待 髪 倹降岻 
                              (35) 
To calculate 茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻, suppose 砿岫捲岻 噺 結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴 , 
from (21) the output and the associated temporal and 
spatial derivatives  are then 
 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 健茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 健茎痛沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴 検掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 健茎掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴髪 倹岫に講【健岻券健茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴 検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 健茎掴掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴髪 に倹岫に講【健岻券健茎掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴伐 岫に講【健岻態倦態健茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴 
                                     (36) 
Substituting equation (36) and 砿岫捲岻 噺 結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴  into 
equation (31) with 憲岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸ 閤岫建岻 噺 ど yields 
 茎痛沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻 髪 岫欠待 髪 欠怠倹岫に講【健岻倦伐 欠態岫に講【健岻態倦態岻茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻 髪岫欠怠 髪 欠態に倹岫に講【健岻倦岻茎掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻 髪 欠態茎掴掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻 噺 ど┸ 茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ ど岻 噺 な【健┸ 捲 樺 岫ど┸ 健岻┸ 茎掴沈 岫ど┸ 倦┹ 建岻 髪 倹岫に講【健岻倦茎沈岫ど┸ 倦┹ 建岻 噺 ど┸   茎掴沈 岫健┸ 倦┹ 建岻 髪 倹岫に講【健岻倦茎沈岫健┸ 倦┹ 建岻 噺 ど   
        (37) 
The frequency response function 茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻  can be 
obtained as the solution to the initial boundary value 
problem (37).  
To calculate 茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻, assume the input to (21) is  憲岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴結珍摘痛 , from (27) the output and the 
associated temporal and spatial derivatives are then 
 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 健茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴結珍摘痛  検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 倹降健茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┹降岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴結珍摘痛 検掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 岫健茎掴勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴結珍摘痛髪 倹岫に講【健岻倦健茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴岻結珍摘痛 検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 岫健茎掴掴勅 岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴髪 に倹岫に講【健岻倦健茎掴勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴伐 岫に講【健岻態倦態健茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴岻結珍摘痛  
                                     (38) 
Substituting equation (38) and 憲岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 結珍岫態訂【鎮岻賃掴結珍摘痛 
into equation (31) with 砿岫捲岻 噺 ど┸ 閤岫建岻 噺 ど  yields 
 茎掴掴勅 岫捲┸ 倦┹降岻 髪 岫欠怠 髪 欠態倹岫に講【健岻倦岻茎掴勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻髪 岫欠待倹降 髪 欠怠倹岫に講【健岻倦伐 欠態岫に講【健岻態倦態岻茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻 噺 な┸ 茎掴勅岫ど┸ 倦┹ 降岻 髪 倹岫に講【健岻倦茎勅岫ど┸ 倦┹ 降岻 噺 ど┸   茎掴勅岫健┸ 倦┹ 降岻 髪 倹岫に講【健岻倦茎勅岫健┸ 倦┹ 降岻 噺 ど    
        (39) 
The frequency response function 茎津勅岫捲┸ 降岻  can be 
obtained as the solution to the boundary value problem 
(39) with a characteristic equation 
 喧岫紅岻 噺 欠態紅態 髪 岫欠怠 髪 欠態倹岫に講【健岻倦岻紅 髪 欠待倹降髪 欠怠倹岫に講【健岻倦 伐 欠態岫に講【健岻態倦態┸ 倦 樺 傑 
(40) 
 




In this section, we extend the idea of impulse 
response functions and frequency response functions for 
linear spatio-temporal systems over a bounded spatial 
domain to the nonlinear cases using a Volterra series 
representation of the nonlinear relationships.  
Consider the following first order nonlinear evolution 
equation with initial conditions I and boundary 
conditions B 
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 畦検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 憲岫捲┸ 建岻┸   荊盤検岫捲┸ ど岻匪 噺 砿岫捲岻┸ 捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸    稽盤検岫欠┸ 建岻匪 噺 閤岫欠┸ 建岻┸ 稽盤検岫決┸ 建岻匪 噺 閤岫決┸ 建岻┸ 建 伴 ど      
             (41) 
where A is a bounded nonlinear operator which can, for 
example, take a form of 畦検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 検態岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻. 
As in the linear case, define 検岫捲┸ 建岻 and 憲岫捲┸ 建岻to be the 
output and the external excitation of the system, 
respectively. Similar to the linear case, we will also 
investigate the impulse responses of the following 
equations derived from equation (41) 
 homogeneous equation with zero initial 
conditions and inhomogeneous boundary conditions at a 
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 畦検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸  検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 ど┸ 捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸ 稽盤検岫欠┸ 建岻匪 噺 閤岫欠┸ 建岻┸ 稽盤検岫決┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 建 伴 ど      
                 (42) 
 homogeneous equation with zero initial 
conditions and inhomogeneous boundary conditions at b 
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 畦検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸  検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 ど┸ 捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸ 稽盤検岫欠┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 稽盤検岫決┸ 建岻匪 噺 閤岫決┸ 建岻┸ 建 伴 ど                       
(43) 
 homogeneous equation with nonzero initial 
conditions and homogeneous boundary conditions 
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 畦検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸   検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 砿岫捲岻┸ 捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸ 稽盤検岫欠┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 稽盤検岫決┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 建 伴 ど      
                             (44) 
 Inhomogeneous equation with zero initial 
conditions and homogeneous boundary conditions 
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 畦検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 憲岫捲┸ 建岻┸   検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 ど┸ 捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸ 稽盤検岫欠┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 稽盤検岫決┸ 建岻匪 噺 ど┸ 建 伴 ど      
                                                                                (45) 
Remark 1. Due to the nonlinearity of the operators 
involved, the solutions 検怠岫捲┸ 建岻┸ 検態岫捲┸ 建岻┸ 検戴岫捲┸ 建岻 , 検替岫捲┸ 建岻  of (42), (43), (44), and (45) may not be 
expressed according to the linear convolution between 
the impulse response functions and the inputs because 
there are nonlinear (dynamical) relations between the 
input and output. In this paper, we will use a Volterra 
series representation to describe these nonlinear 
relationships. 
Following the general nonlinear system and Volterra 
series representation theory (Schetzen 1980, Rugh 1981), 
the four solutions can be expressed as the Volterra series 

























津退怠伐 行沈 ┸ 建 伐 酵沈岻穴行沈穴酵沈 
 
 (46) 
where 検津勅岫捲┸ 建岻, 検津沈 岫捲┸ 建岻, 検津銚岫捲┸ 建岻, and 検津長岫捲┸ 建岻 are the 
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沈退怠伐 行沈 ┸ 建 伐 酵沈岻穴行沈穴酵沈   
 
 (47) 
Define the functions 月津勅岫捲┸ 行怠┸橋 ┸ 行津┹ 酵怠┸ 橋 酵津岻 , 月津沈 岫捲┸ 行怠┸ 橋 ┸ 行津┹ 建岻 , and 月津銚岫捲┹ 酵怠┸ 橋 酵津岻  and 月津長岫捲┹ 酵怠┸ 橋 酵津岻 as the nth order generalised impulse 
response functions of the system with respect to external  
signals, initial conditions, and boundary conditions, 
respectively. In this paper, it is assumed that the 
generalised impulse functions are symmetric with 
respect to all the time and all the spatial variables. In 
what follows we will derive the generalised frequency 
response functions for each of them. 
Remark 2. The first two Volterra series 
representations in (46) and (47) come from the 
assumption that the system (41) is time-invariant while 
the last two representations follow the same approach as 
discussed in the previous section. Because the spatial 
domain is bounded, the system (41) is not spatially 
translation invariant or is not stationary so that we again 
use relative locations 行怠 噺 捲 伐 耕怠┸ 橋 ┸ 行津 噺 捲 伐 耕津 
instead of the absolute locations 耕怠┸ 橋 ┸ 耕津  for the 
impulse inputs as discussed in sections II.B and II.C. 
Remark 3. Note that in general the solution of (41) 
may not be the sum of the four solutions in (46) because 
the operators A, I, and B are nonlinear. This solution 
could take the following general form 
 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 布検津岫捲┸ 建岻著津退怠  
(48) 
with 検津岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 血津岫検津銚岫捲┸ 建岻┸ 検津長岫捲┸ 建岻┸ 検津沈 岫捲┸ 建岻┸ 検津勅岫捲┸ 建岻岻 , 
where 血津 is a nonlinear map. 
 Remark 4. It is well known that a nonlinear 
relationship can be described as a Volterra series with 
different orders of Volterra kernels which can be 
visualised as nonlinear impulse response functions 
(Marmarelis and Marmarelis 1978, Schetzen 1980, 
Rugh 1981). Here based on these results, we develop 
these concepts for nonlinear spatio-temporal systems, 
which is consistent with the linear cases (see section II) 
and conventional temporal dynamical systems.  
 
A. Generalised Frequency Responses With 
Respect To Boundary Conditions 
 
If the function 閤岫欠┸ 建岻 is of the following form 
 閤岫欠┸ 建岻 噺 布 結珍摘如痛挑鎮退怠  
(49) 
Substituting (49) into the first equation of (47) gives 
(due to the assumption of symmetry) 
 検津銚岫捲┸ 建岻  噺 豹 橋豹 月津銚岫捲┹ 酵怠┸ 橋 酵津岻袋著待
袋著
待  抜 敷 布結珍摘如岫痛貸邸日岻穴酵沈挑鎮退怠
津
沈退怠  噺 豹 橋豹 月津銚岫捲┹ 酵怠┸ 橋 酵津岻 抜袋著待
袋著
待  敷 布結珍摘如痛結貸珍摘如邸日挑鎮退怠 穴酵沈
津
沈退怠  噺 布 橋 布 敷 結珍摘如日痛津沈退怠挑鎮韮退怠
挑









 茎津銚岫捲┹ 降怠┸ 橋降津岻 噺 豹 橋豹 月津銚岫捲┹ 酵怠┸ 橋 ┸ 酵津岻 抜 袋著待
袋著
待  結貸珍岫摘迭邸迭袋橋袋摘韮邸韮岻穴酵怠 橋穴酵津 
(51) 
We will call 茎津銚岫捲┹ 降怠┸ 橋 ┸ 降津岻  the nth generalised 
frequency response function of the nonlinear spatio-
temporal system (41) with respect to boundary 
conditions. 茎津長岫捲┹ 降怠┸ 橋 ┸ 降津岻 can be defined following 
a similar argument. 
 
B. Generalised Frequency Responses With 
Respect To Initial Conditions 
 
For the sake of simplicity, it will be assumed that 欠 噺 ど 
so that the spatial domain is 岫ど┸ 決岻. If the function 砿岫捲岻 
is of the following form 
 
砿岫捲岻 噺 布 結珍岫態訂【長岻賃如掴挑鎮退怠 ┸ 倦鎮 樺 傑 
(52) 
which can be considered as being defined over 岫ど┸ 決岻 or 
a periodic extension, substituting (52) into the third 
equation in (47) yields 




掴貸銚   









掴貸銚 ┸ 倦怠┸ 橋 ┸ 倦津 樺 傑  
(54) 
Therefore, 茎津沈 岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 橋 ┸ 倦津┹ 建岻 in (54) can be understood 
as the coefficients of the multidimensional Fourier 
series representation of the impulse response function  
 月津沈 岫捲┸ 行怠┸ 橋 ┸ 行津┹ 建岻噺 布 茎津沈 岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 橋 ┸ 倦津┹ 建岻敷結珍岫態訂【長岻賃日締日津沈退怠袋著賃迭┸橋┸賃韮退貸著  
(55) 
We will call 茎津沈 岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 橋 ┸ 倦津┹ 建岻  the nth generalised 
frequency response function of the nonlinear spatio-
temporal system (41) with respect to initial conditions. 
 
C. Generalised Frequency Responses With 
Respect To External Excitation 
 
Again if it is assumed that 欠 噺 ど  so that the spatial 
domain is 岫ど┸ 決岻 . If the function 憲岫捲┸ 建岻  is of the 
following form 
 憲岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 布 結珍岫態訂【長岻賃如掴挑鎮退怠 結珍摘如掴┸ 倦鎮 樺 傑 
(56) 
substituting (56) into the fourth equation in (47) yields 
 






 噺 決津 布 橋 布  茎津勅盤捲┸ 倦鎮迭 ┸ 橋 ┸ 倦鎮韮┹ 降鎮迭 ┸ 橋降鎮韮匪挑鎮韮退怠
挑
鎮迭退怠 抜 敷 結珍岫態訂【長岻賃如日掴 結珍摘如日痛津沈退怠  
 
(57) 
where  茎津勅岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 橋 ┸ 倦津┹ 降怠┸ 橋 ┸ 降津岻噺 な決津 豹 橋豹 月津勅 岫捲┸ 行怠┸ 橋 ┸ 行津┹ 酵怠┸ 橋 ┸ 酵津岻袋著待
掴貸長
掴貸銚抜 敷結貸珍岫態訂【長岻賃日締日結貸珍摘日邸日穴行沈穴津沈退怠 酵沈 ┸ 倦怠┸ 橋 ┸ 倦津 樺 傑  
(58) 
If we let 
 月津勅岫捲┸ 行怠┸ 橋 ┸ 行津┹ 降怠 ┸ 橋降津岻巌 豹 橋豹 月券結盤捲┸ 行な┸橋 ┸ 行券┹ 酵な┸橋 酵券匪髪タど髪タど抜結伐倹岫降な酵な髪橋髪降券酵券岻穴酵な 橋穴酵券 
(59) 茎津勅岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 橋 ┸ 倦津┹ 降怠┸ 橋降津岻 in (58) can be understood as 
the coefficients of the multidimensional Fourier series 
representation of the function in (59) 
  月津勅岫捲┸ 行怠┸ 橋 ┸ 行津┹ 降怠┸ 橋降津岻噺 布 茎津勅岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 橋 ┸ 倦津┹ 降怠┸ 橋降津岻敷結珍岫態訂【長岻賃日締日津沈退怠袋著賃迭┸橋┸賃韮退貸著  
(60) 
We will call 茎津勅岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 橋 ┸ 倦津┹ 降怠┸ 橋降津岻  the nth 
generalised frequency response function of the 
nonlinear spatio-temporal system (41) with respect to 
external excitation. 茎津勅岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 橋 ┸ 倦津┹ 降怠┸ 橋降津岻  can be 
considered to be obtained from Fourier transform for the 
time variable and then Fourier series expansion for the 
spatial variable. 
 
D. The Calculation of Spatio-temporal 
Generalised Frequency Response Functions 
 
Consider an example nonlinear system described by 
the following first order evolution equation with 
Dirichlet boundary condition 
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 欠怠検岫捲┸ 建岻検掴岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 欠態検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 憲岫捲┸ 建岻┸   検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 砿岫捲岻┸ 捲 樺 岫ど┸ 決岻┸    検岫ど┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸    検岫決┸ 建岻 噺 閤岫建岻┸               建 伴 ど                           
(61) 
where 欠沈 ┸ 件 噺 な┸ に are constants. The frequency response 
functions to be calculated are 茎津長岫捲┹ 降怠┸ 橋 ┸ 降津岻 , 茎津沈 岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 橋 ┸ 倦津┹ 建岻 , and 茎津勅岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 橋 ┸ 倦津┹ 降怠┸ 橋 ┸ 降津岻 , 
corresponding to the problems (43), (44), and (45). The 
calculation of these nth spatio-temporal generalised 
transfer functions can be carried out using a 
development of the probing method (Billings and Tsang 
1989a, Peyton-Jones and Billings 1989, Billings and 
Peyton-Jones 1990, Bedrosian and Rice 1971). 
     To calculate 茎怠長岫捲┹ 降岻┸  suppose 閤岫建岻 噺 結珍摘痛  and 
from (50) 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 茎怠長岫捲┹ 降岻結珍摘痛 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 倹降茎怠長岫捲┹ 降岻結珍摘痛 検掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 茎怠掴長 岫捲┹ 降岻結珍摘痛 検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 茎怠掴掴長 岫捲┹ 降岻結珍摘痛 
                                     (62) 
Substituting equation (62) and 閤岫建岻 噺 結珍摘痛  into 
equation (61) with 憲岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸ 砿岫捲岻 噺 ど, and equating 
the coefficients of the term 結珍摘痛yields 
 欠態茎怠掴掴長 岫捲┹ 降岻 髪 倹降茎怠長岫捲┹ 降岻 噺 ど 茎怠長岫ど┹ 降岻 噺 ど┸ 茎怠長岫決┹ 降岻 噺 な 
                              (63) 
The first order generalised frequency response function 茎怠長岫捲┹降岻  can then be obtained as the solution to the 
boundary value problem (63). 
To calculate 茎態長岫捲┹ 降怠┸ 降態岻 , suppose the input is 閤岫建岻 噺 結珍摘迭痛 髪 結珍摘鉄痛, again from (50)  
 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 茎怠長岫捲┸ 降怠岻結珍摘迭痛 髪 茎怠長岫捲┸ 降態岻結珍摘鉄痛髪 に茎態長岫捲┹ 降怠┸ 降態岻結珍岫摘迭袋摘鉄岻痛 
                                     (64) 
Substituting (64) and the associated temporal derivative 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻  and spatial derivatives 検掴岫捲┸ 建岻 , 検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻  and 
equating the coefficients of the term 結珍岫摘迭袋摘鉄岻痛 yields 
 に欠態茎態掴掴長 岫捲┹ 降怠┸ 降態岻 髪 に倹岫降怠 髪 降態岻茎態長岫捲┹ 降怠┸ 降態岻髪 欠怠茎怠長岫捲┸ 降怠岻茎怠掴長 岫捲┸ 倹降態岻髪 欠怠茎怠掴長 岫捲┸ 降怠岻茎怠長岫捲┸ 倹降態岻 噺 ど 茎怠長岫ど┸ 降怠岻 噺 ど┸ 茎怠長岫ど┸ 降態岻 噺 ど┸茎態長岫ど┹ 降怠┸ 降態岻 噺 ど 茎怠長岫決┸ 降怠岻 噺 ど┸ 茎怠長岫決┸ 降態岻 噺 ど┸ に茎態長岫決┹ 降怠┸ 降態岻 噺 な 
 (65) 
It follows that 茎態長岫捲┹ 降怠┸ 降態岻  is the solution to the 
boundary value problems (65). 
To calculate 茎怠沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻 , suppose 砿岫建岻 噺結珍岫態訂【長岻賃掴and from (53) 
 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 決茎怠沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻結珍岫態訂【長岻賃掴 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 決茎怠痛沈 岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻結珍岫態訂【長岻賃掴 検掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 決茎怠掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻結珍岫態訂【長岻賃掴髪 決倹岫に講【決岻倦茎怠沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻結珍岫態訂【長岻賃掴 検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 決茎怠掴掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻結珍岫態訂【長岻賃掴髪 に決倹岫に講【決岻倦茎怠掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻結珍岫態訂【長岻賃掴伐 決岫に講【決岻態倦態茎怠沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻結珍岫態訂【長岻賃掴 
                                     (66) 
Inserting (66) into (61) with 憲岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸ 閤岫捲岻 噺 ど and 
equating the coefficients of the term 決結珍岫態訂【長岻賃掴 yields 
 茎怠痛沈 岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻 髪 欠態茎怠掴掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻髪 に欠態倹岫に講【決岻倦茎怠掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻伐 欠態岫に講【決岻態倦態茎怠沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻 噺 ど┸ 茎怠沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ ど岻 噺 な【決┸ 茎怠沈岫ど┸ 倦┹ 建岻 噺 ど┸ 茎怠沈岫決┸ 倦┹ 建岻 噺 ど 
(67) 
The solution to the initial-boundary value problem (67) 
is the required first order generalised frequency 
response function 茎怠沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻 . The second order 
frequency response function  茎態沈 岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ 建岻  can be 
obtained by using 砿岫建岻 噺 畦岫結珍岫態訂【長岻賃迭掴 髪 結珍岫態訂【長岻賃鉄掴岻 
as test signal, where 畦 伴 な is the magnitude. Now from 
the definition (47), the respective components of the 
response are then 




掴  噺 畦態 豹 豹 月態沈 岫捲┸ 行怠┸ 行態┹ 建岻岫結珍岫態訂【長岻賃迭岫掴貸締迭岻掴貸長掴
掴貸長
掴髪 結珍岫態訂【長岻賃鉄岫掴貸締迭岻岻 岫結珍岫態訂【長岻賃迭岫掴貸締鉄岻髪 結珍岫態訂【長岻賃鉄岫掴貸締鉄岻岻 穴行怠穴行態噺  茎態沈 岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 倦怠┹ 建岻岫決畦岻態結珍岫態訂【長岻岫賃迭袋賃迭岻掴髪 に 茎態沈 岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ 建岻岫決畦岻態結珍岫態訂【長岻岫賃迭袋賃鉄岻掴髪  茎態沈 岫捲┸ 倦態┸ 倦態┹ 建岻岫決畦岻態結珍岫態訂【長岻岫賃鉄袋賃鉄岻掴 
 橋橋 
(68) 
and 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 布検津沈 岫捲┸ 建岻著津退怠  
 (69) 
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that 倦怠 隼 倦態 
are positive integers. Substituting (69) with (68) and its 
associated derivatives and equating coefficients of the 
term 岫決畦岻態結珍岫態訂【長岻岫賃迭袋賃鉄岻掴gives 
 
 に 茎態痛沈 岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ 建岻 髪 に欠態 茎態掴掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ 建岻 髪ね欠態倹岫に講【決岻岫倦怠 髪 倦態岻 茎態掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ 建岻 伐 に欠態岫に講【決岻態岫倦怠 髪 倦態岻態 茎態沈 岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ 建岻 髪 欠怠茎怠沈岫捲┸ 倦怠┹ 建岻茎怠掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦態┹ 建岻髪 欠怠茎怠掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦怠┹ 建岻茎怠沈岫捲┸ 倦態┹ 建岻髪 欠怠倹岫に講【決岻岫倦怠髪 倦態岻茎怠沈岫捲┸ 倦怠┹ 建岻茎怠沈岫捲┸ 倦態┹ 建岻 噺 ど┸ 茎怠沈岫捲┸ 倦怠┹ ど岻 噺 な決 ┸ 茎怠沈岫捲┸ 倦態┹ ど岻 噺 な【決┸  茎態沈 岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ ど岻噺 ど┸ 茎怠沈岫ど┸ 倦怠┹ 建岻 髪 茎怠沈岫ど┸ 倦態┹ 建岻 髪 に決 茎態沈 岫ど┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ 建岻 噺 ど┸  茎怠沈岫決┸ 倦怠┹ 建岻 髪 茎怠沈岫決┸ 倦態┹ 建岻 髪 に決 茎態沈 岫決┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ 建岻 噺 ど 
(70) 
It follows that the second order generalised frequency 
response function  茎態沈 岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ 建岻 will be the solution to 
the initial-boundary value problem (70). 
The other order spatio-temporal generalised 
frequency response functions can be calculated 
following a similar procedure. 
 
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
 
A. Linear Spatio-temporal Systems -- Diffusion 
Equation 
 
Consider the following diffusion equation (Debnath 
2005) with Dirichlet boundary conditions 
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 伐 経検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 憲岫捲┸ 建岻┸   検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 砿岫捲岻┸ 捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻 検岫欠┸ 建岻 噺 閤岫建岻┸ 検岫決┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸   建 伴 ど   
                                     (71) 
where D  is the positive diffusion coefficient. According 
to the analysis in section 2, system (71) can be divided 
into three subsystems with the corresponding frequency 
response functions 茎怠岫捲┸ 降岻 , 茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┹ 建岻 , and 茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻. 
 To calculate the boundary frequency response 茎怠岫捲┸ 降岻, suppose an input of  閤岫建岻 噺 結珍摘痛 , then 
 倹降茎怠岫捲┸ 降岻結珍摘痛 伐 経茎掴掴怠 岫捲┸ 降岻結珍摘痛 噺 ど 
                                           (72) 
whose solution is given by 
 
茎怠岫捲┸ 降岻 噺 結謬珍摘掴帖 伐 結謬珍摘長帖結謬珍摘銚帖 伐 結謬珍摘長帖  
(73) 
Fig. 1 shows that the response excited by a boundary 
condition depends on both the frequency of the 
boundary condition and the spatial coordinate. The low 
frequency boundary conditions drop much faster than 
the high frequency boundary conditions do. Obviously, 
the result of example 1 discussed in Curtain and Morris 
(2009) is a special case of the result here. 
The frequency response 茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┸ 建岻 is related to the 
following problem 
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 伐 経検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸   検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 砿岫捲岻┸ 捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸    検岫欠┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸    検岫決┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸ 建 伴 ど 
                         (74) 
For simplicity, we set 欠 噺 ど┸ 決 噺 な┸ 経 噺 な. Suppose the 
input to (74) is  砿岫捲岻 噺 結珍態訂賃掴 , the output and the 
associated temporal and spatial derivatives are then 
 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┸ 建岻結珍態訂賃掴 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 茎痛沈岫捲┸ 倦┸ 建岻結珍態訂賃掴 検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 茎掴掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦┸ 建岻結珍態訂賃掴 髪 倹ね講倦茎掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦┸ 建岻結珍態訂賃掴伐 ね講態倦態茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┸ 建岻結珍態訂賃掴  
                                              (75) 
Substituting (75) and 砿岫捲岻 噺 結珍態訂賃掴  into equation (74) 
yields 
 茎痛沈岫捲┸ 倦┸ 建岻 伐 茎掴掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦┸ 建岻 伐 倹ね講倦茎掴沈 岫捲┸ 倦┸ 建岻髪 ね講態倦態茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸ 茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┸ ど岻 噺 な┸ 茎沈岫ど┸ 倦┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸ 茎沈岫な┸ 倦┸ 建岻 噺 ど 捲 樺 岫ど┸ な岻┸ 建 伴 ど  
(76) 
The initial-boundary value problem (76) can be solved 
by separation of variables, whose solution is 
 茎沈岫捲┸ 倦┸ 建岻 噺 結貸珍態訂賃掴 布 系陳    講兼捲袋著陳退怠 ぉ 結貸岫訂陳岻鉄痛 
(77) 
where 系陳 satisfy 系陳 噺 に豹 結珍態訂賃掴怠待    講兼捲 穴捲 噺 倹絞態賃┸陳 
(78) 絞態賃┸陳 is the Kronecker delta. 
 
 
(a) Magnitude of 茎怠岫捲┸ 降岻 
 
(b) Phase of 茎怠岫捲┸ 降岻 
               
Fig. 1 茎怠岫捲┸ 降岻 
 
To calculate the frequency response 茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻 with 
respect to the external excitation, we consider the 
problem  
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 伐 経検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 憲岫捲┸ 建岻┸   検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 ど┸ 捲 樺 岫欠┸ 決岻┸    検岫欠┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸    検岫決┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸               建 伴 ど 
                         (79) 
Again we set 欠 噺 ど┸ 決 噺 な┸ 経 噺 な  to simplify the 
computation. Suppose the input to (79) is  憲岫捲┸ 建岻 噺結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛 , the output and the associated temporal and 
spatial derivatives are then 
 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 倹降茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛 検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 茎掴掴勅 岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛髪 倹ね講倦茎掴勅岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛伐 ね講態倦態茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛 
                                              (80) 
Substituting (80) and 憲岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛  into 
equation (79) yields 
 茎掴掴勅 岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻 髪 倹ね講倦茎掴勅岫捲┸ 倦┸降岻伐 岫ね講態倦態 髪 倹降岻茎勅岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻 噺 伐な┸  捲 樺 岫ど┸ な岻  茎勅岫ど┸ 倦┸ 降岻 噺 ど┸ 茎勅岫な┸ 倦┸ 降岻 噺 ど 
(81) 
The solution to the boundary value problem (81) is the 
required frequency response function 




畦 噺 伐 なね講態倦態 髪 倹降 抜 な 伐 結貸紐摘【態貸珍紐摘【態結紐摘【態袋珍紐摘【態 伐 結貸紐摘【態貸珍紐摘【態 




B. Nonlinear Spatio-temporal Systems 
 
Consider again the nonlinear system (61) described 
in section III.D with parameters 欠怠 噺 な┸ 欠態 噺 な , and 決 噺 な, which is  
 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 検岫捲┸ 建岻検掴岫捲┸ 建岻 髪 検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 憲岫捲┸ 建岻┸   検岫捲┸ ど岻 噺 ど┸ 捲 樺 岫ど┸な岻┸    検岫ど┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸    検岫な┸ 建岻 噺 ど┸               建 伴 ど                     
(84)        
We are going to calculate the first and second order 
generalised frequency response functions 茎怠勅岫捲┸ 倦┹ 降岻 
and 茎態勅岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ 降怠┸ 降態岻.  
To calculate 茎怠勅岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻, suppose the input to (84) is  憲岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛, then the output and the associated 
temporal and spatial derivatives are  
 検岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 茎怠勅岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 倹降茎怠勅岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛 検掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 茎怠掴勅 岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛髪 倹に講倦茎怠勅岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛 検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 茎怠掴掴勅 岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛髪 倹ね講倦茎怠掴勅 岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛伐 岫に講倦岻態茎怠勅岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛  
                                     (85) 
Substituting equation (85) and 憲岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛 
into equation (84) and equating the coefficients of the 
term 結珍態訂賃掴結珍摘痛  yields 
 茎怠掴掴勅 岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻 髪 倹ね講倦茎怠掴勅 岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻髪 岫倹降 伐 岫に講倦岻態岻茎怠勅岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻 噺 な┸ 茎怠勅岫ど┸ 倦┸ 降岻 噺 ど┸ 茎怠勅岫な┸ 倦┸ 降岻 噺 ど 
                              (86) 
The solution to (86) is the required frequency response 
function 茎怠勅岫捲┸ 倦┸ 降岻 噺 な倹降 伐 ね講態倦態 髪 畦結貸紐摘【態掴袋珍岫貸態訂賃袋紐摘【態岻掴髪 稽結紐摘【態掴袋珍岫貸態訂賃貸紐摘【態岻掴 
(87) 
where 
  畦 噺 伐 な倹降 伐 ね講態倦態 抜 な 伐 結紐摘【態貸珍紐摘【態結貸紐摘【態袋珍紐摘【態 伐 結紐摘【態貸珍紐摘【態 
 
稽 噺 な倹降 伐 ね講態倦態 抜 な 伐 結貸紐摘【態袋珍紐摘【態結貸紐摘【態袋珍紐摘【態 伐 結紐摘【態貸珍紐摘【態 
 
(88) 
To calculate 茎態勅岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ 降怠┸ 降態岻, suppose the input 
is 憲岫捲┸ 建岻 噺 畦岫結珍態訂賃迭掴結珍摘迭痛髪結珍態訂賃鉄掴結珍摘鉄痛岻 , 畦 伴な┸ 倦態 伴 倦怠 伴 ど . Following the earlier discussion, the 
response  is then 
 検岫捲┸ 建岻噺 茎怠勅岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 降怠岻畦結珍態訂賃迭掴結珍摘迭痛髪 茎怠勅岫捲┸ 倦態┸ 降態岻畦結珍態訂賃鉄掴結珍摘鉄痛髪 に茎態勅岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ 降怠┸ 降態岻畦態結珍態訂岫賃迭袋賃鉄岻掴結珍岫摘迭袋摘鉄岻痛髪 茎態勅岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 倦怠┹ 降怠┸ 降怠岻畦態結珍態訂岫賃迭袋賃迭岻掴結珍態摘迭痛髪 茎態勅岫捲┸ 倦態┸ 倦態┹ 降態┸ 降態岻畦態結珍態訂岫賃鉄袋賃鉄岻掴結珍態摘鉄痛 
                                     (89) 
Substituting (89) and the associated temporal derivative 検痛岫捲┸ 建岻  and spatial derivatives 検掴岫捲┸ 建岻 , 検掴掴岫捲┸ 建岻  and 
equating the coefficients of the term 畦態結珍態訂岫賃迭袋賃鉄岻掴結珍岫摘迭袋摘鉄岻痛 yields 
 茎態掴掴勅 岫捲┸ 倦態┸ 倦態┹ 降態┸ 降態岻 髪倹ね講岫倦怠 髪 倦態岻茎態掴勅 岫捲┸ 倦態┸ 倦態┹ 降態┸ 降態岻 髪岫倹岫降怠 髪 降態岻 伐 岫に講岻態岫倦怠髪 倦態岻態岻茎態勅岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ 降怠┸ 降態岻 噺 なに 岫な 伐 茎怠勅岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 降怠岻茎怠掴勅 岫捲┸ 倦態┸ 降態岻伐 茎怠掴勅 岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 降怠岻茎怠勅岫捲┸ 倦態┸ 降態岻伐 倹に講岫倦怠髪 倦態岻茎怠勅岫捲┸ 倦怠┸ 降怠岻茎怠勅岫捲┸ 倦態┸ 降態岻岻┸ 
 茎態勅岫ど┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ 降怠┸ 降態岻 噺 茎態勅岫な┸ 倦怠┸ 倦態┹ 降怠┸ 降態岻 噺 ど 
(90) 
The characteristic equation of (90) is 





A new (generalised) impulse response function has 
been defined for linear or nonlinear spatio-temporal 
dynamical systems over finite intervals. It has been 
shown, through a theoretical analysis and numerical 
examples, that the newly introduced impulse response 
functions can be used to deal with the finite spatial 
extension of spatio-temporal systems in an effective 
way. The (generalised) frequency response functions 
can be derived through these impulse response functions 
via a Fourier series representation. While the definitions 
and methodology introduced in this paper provide a 
solid basis and powerful tools for further investigations 
of the spectral analysis, further studies about the 
computation of these functions and their interpretations 
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